The REHAU Brandbook
Bringing our brand to life

Overview

Welcome to
our Brand
The REHAU brand has been shaped by
market needs ever since the company’s
founding in 1948. For our business partners,
we are already a well-known brand. However,
achieving a high brand awareness amongst
our end consumers is an important step for
our future.
The new Division Strategies as well as
our business strategy REHAU 2020 have
established the foundation for the future.
This will drive growth, both in existing as well
as new markets, helping to address various
customer groups across all business divisions.

With this REHAU Brand book, we present a
clear and hands on understanding of the core
elements of both the REHAU brand strategy
and its visual expression (REHAU Corporate
Design). Our unifying positioning statement
“Engineering Progress. Enhancing Lives.”
reflects what REHAU stands for. On this basis,
we shall create a consistent brand experience
on a global level.
Please join us on this important journey
to become a stronger and more impactful
global brand.

We now need to align and reflect this
business strategy in our brand. To create
a powerful and people-centric brand for
business partners as well as end consumers,
we aspire to bring the REHAU brand to the
next level.
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Overview

Building a Strong Brand
for a Strong Future
Enabling innovative solutions
REHAU is a highly successful, leading
systems and service provider for polymerbased solutions, engineering, and beyond.
Continuing that success requires a strong
brand. Every day across thousands of touchpoints in the construction, automotive, and
manufacturing industries, REHAU provides
innovative solutions for a sustainable future.
It’s how we’ve become a trusted and
respected brand worldwide.

Building a powerful brand
To continue along REHAUs successful path,
we have entered new markets. We have
strengthened our product lines. It is a firm
foundation to become a stronger and more
impactful global brand. We are including new
target groups. Following or business strategy,
we are now taking our brand strategy and its
design to the next level.

A brand roadmap for the future
The REHAU Brand book will help achieve
this. Based on the principles of our Brand
Model, it gives a comprehensive overview
of our Brand Strategy and Corporate Design.
These core elements will help create a
consistent brand experience on a global
level and drive future success.
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Our strategy

Our Brand Story
We are REHAU and we engineer progress.
We are dedicated to enhancing the lives of our
customers, employees and people around the world.
With our unmatched experience, digital
knowledge and deep understanding of
customer demands we make living healthier,
safer and more comfortable. We seize the
possibilities of a changing world to create
solutions for individual needs, foster a
diverse society and take responsibility for
ecological issues.
We aspire to make homes and workplaces
smarter so people are able to focus on what
really matters. We have a clear objective:
to make life better by enabling progress.

Every day we work tirelessly with our
customers to overcome technical barriers,
make innovation more accessible and
achieve value-driven business growth.
We never take no for an answer. Pushing
boundaries is part of our DNA. We create
products and solutions throughout the
entire value chain that move the world
towards a better tomorrow.

Engineering Progress.
Enhancing Lives.

The REHAU brand story embodies what our company stands
for. It incorporates what we achieve today, and what we
want to achieve tomorrow. At the same time, it gives us a
closer look at the driving forces behind our brand.
The REHAU brands unifying purpose: “Engineering Progress.
Enhancing Lives.” drives us forward to believe, achieve, and
be a leading player in our industry – now and in the future.
Building on our past successes, it gives us a forward-thinking
perspective for continued success.
By relentlessly “engineering progress and enhancing lives,”
we have clear orientation for future brand decisions,
developments and communication. Moving forward, this
will help us differentiate REHAU and offerings in a constantly
changing, competitive landscape.
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The brand’s aspired future.
Close enough to be feasible, big
enough to create excitement
Basis for brand performance
measurement
Driver for business and product
innovations

Vision
Together we redefine
what’s possible every
day as the world’s
leading company in
polymer solutions
and beyond.

Competencies
Pioneering Spirit
Visionary Power
Sustainable Family Business
Limitless Applications
Global Force

The strengths of the brand.
Fundamental skills that enable the
brand to be competitive in the market.

Foundation for product & service
development (and criteria for brand
recognition)
Foundation for message management

Engineering progress
Enhancing lives

The fundamental principles that shape
culture, behavior and interaction.

The (sensory) impression of the brand
across all touchpoints.

Guidelines for collaboration and
employee’s behavior and actions
towards customers

Consistent, differentiating, appealing

Guideline for employee’s actions,
behavior and ways of working
Basis for employer branding activities
(e.g. internal branding, communication)

Values

Experience

Innovation
Trust
Reliability

Guideline for all creative disciplines
(e.g. corporate design, UX design,
brand language, communication)

Forward-thinking
Welcoming
Impactful

Our strategy

Our Brand
Model

The REHAU Brand Model complements our
brand strategy. It embodies our core brand
principles and it aligns our brand and business
divisions internally and externally. At the same
time, it offers a comprehensive guideline for
everyone who communicates our brand.

Our purpose is the reason for being, the
core for all business and marketing activities.
It is also the beginning of our design platform:
The REHAU Dualism, which is the conceptual
link between our products and the benefit in
our customer’s lives.
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Our logo

Symbolizing
Engineering
Excellence
since 1948
The REHAU logo
Our logo is modern and visually striking.
Thanks to its dynamic, inspiring colours and
deep black lettering. The REHAU wordmark
is ideally suited for projecting our companies
history, expertise, and precision-driven
approach.
The REHAU logo has been a sustaining
brand design element over many years. To
firmly anchor this element in our new brand
strategy and experience principles, we have
evolved our logo in subtle ways to reflect
who we are becoming as a company. This
evolution will serve us well as we shift away
from being an exclusively B2B company and
move towards fully embracing B2C customers.

1948

1955

1956

1964

1957

1965

1975

2006
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Our colours

Creating a
Confident
and Positive
World
REHAU colour ratio

Based on the REHAU Dualism we are using black and white as
high contrast colours as well as a colour pair of Active Red and
Smart Green to mutually reinforce our brand strategy.
Colour ratios
We predominantly use Black, White, as well as tints of Black.
These should make up a minimum of 80% of the general
look and feel. Our highlighter colours REHAU Active Red and
REHAU Smart Green make up a maximum of 20% of the
look and feel.
REHAU Active Red
REHAU Active Red stands for innovation and sustainability
for a better future. It reflects this active mindset with a
warm, confident and passionate presence. It is a powerful
metaphor for creating solutions that transform industries
and people’s lives. It is also used as the accent colour for callto-action elements.

REHAU Smart Green
REHAU Smart Green represents the creative spark. It helps
our brand visualize our technical, smart and inspirational
aspects. Always looking toward new opportunities, it
symbolizes our drive to innovate and create the new.
White
As our visual stage, white provides an ideal design space for
our communication. This pure, visionary tone makes up the
largest segment of our colour ratio. It is used in all applications, both analog and digital.
Black
Black is the key colour for our typography and Smart Line
element. Black and tints of Black can also be used for
backgrounds.
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Brix Sans Light
Brix Sans Regular
Brix Sans Black

Our typography

Embracing
a Typeface
for the Future

The REHAU Brand typeface Brix Sans, is
modern, impactful, and confident. The fonts
wide variety of localized language versions
make it an ideal tool to strengthen our global
brand presence. Character for character, our
typeface gives the company its tangible,
recognizable signature anywhere in the
world. Thanks to our fonts modern appereance, it‘s ideal for all communications touchpoints. Its down-to-earth apperance and

precise geometric shapes reflect the REHAU
approach to simplicity. At the same time,
Brix Sans underscores the experience and
know-how of REHAU. Alternatively we use
Arial as the font for MS Office solutions and
if Brix Sans is not available.
And thanks to its very open and welcoming
characters, the font also has a broad appeal
to both B2B and B2C audiences.
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Our images

Creating
Powerful
Images

Our photography style is an important part to complete
our brand experience that is forward thinking, impactful and
welcoming as well as a visual interpretation of our purpose.
It is one of the core design elements that express our
REHAU Dualism.
Progress
▪ Inspired, dynamic perspectives (use lines of sight)
▪ Exciting compositions and creative unexpected camera angles
▪ Open-ended storytelling (creative cropping, or divided spaces)

Life
▪ Real people – dressed and styled in a way that is
believable
▪ Real moments – photographed spontaneously that
show unique situations
▪ Authentic props – show personality (avoid using new items)
▪ Emotive storytelling – creating a feeling of effortlessness
(no central perspectives)
▪ Avoid artificial light
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Our images

The Categories

01

02

03

04

05
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Product hero shots
Cutout/isolated products
captured in a studio environment with even lighting.
Always shot against neutral
backgrounds with authentic
shadows and at direct
angles, expect when the
product has an odd shape.

Product in use
Products captured in visually
appealing way, highlighting
details or USP and against a
neutral background. Shot
with a shallow depth-of field
in an even lighting studio
environment with subtle
shadows.

Lifestyle
Real people captured in real
situations in authentic
setting looking natural. The
individuality and personality
of the people come across in
every picture. The stories
should be open-ended and
put a smile on your face.

Case studies
Shots of captivating perspectives in authentic environments. Natural light
should be used where
possible and environments
should be clean and impressive.

Product assembly
Natural lighting and unstaged locations. These
photos should be about
REHAU products and
services, not the people.
Colour conscious photography shot in perspectives
that best fits the situation.

Corporate imagery
Real people who work for
REHAU in their authentic
setting. Creating the feeling
of a dynamic, creative,
thoughtful, and visionary
work environment.
Authentic props, openended story telling and
exciting compositions.
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Our Smartline and Smart Tag
Primary Smart Tag

Connecting
two worlds
Smart Tag
Our Smart Tag is the verbal and visual
expression of the REHAU purpose in its most
compact form. It can be used on all top level
communication in combination with the
REHAU logo. It is made up of black and
white and works best when placed on an
image or a solid background colour (e.g. tints
of Black). The primary Smart Tag should be
used wherever possible. Secondary Smart
Tags are used as a fallback option.
Smartline
Our Smartline derives from our Smart Tag.
It is the visual link between our products and
the benefit in our customer’s lives which
represents the REHAU Dualism. The Smartline can be used on all top level communication in combination with the REHAU logo.
The Smartline only features in black and
white as the connection point, linking our
two worlds –Engineering progress, Enhancing lives.

Secondary Smart Tags

Our Smartline is the visual
expression of the REHAU
purpose and creative
platforms for our designs.

We use it to transport ideas ...

... and as a connector between the rational and emotional.

Enhancing lives
by creating
smarter homes

Smarter
Einbruchschutz
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Our layout principle

Making
the Invisible
Visible
The Smart Tag, Smartline and Floating Box
are our key layout elements.
Simple yet smart, our flexible, modern
layouts combine unique perspectives with
compelling narratives. Together, they translate our messages across all media touchpoints visually unlocking hidden value.

The REHAU Dualism is also expressed within
our literature. We have a vision to manage
the brand across a broad target audience on
a global scale, we merge the B2B and B2C
world into one seamless design. The ﬂexible
use of photography, colours and typography
allows for dialing up or down the rational
and emotional focus within one product.

Engineering progress
Enhancing lives

Max 40pt
10pt explici occum quaendis sitatmus
dolosudu uhuoo cus explici occum
find out more at rehau.com

Tagline
Floating Box
Smartline
REHAU logo

Engineering progress
Enhancing lives

Smart Tag

Lorem ipsum
dolor sit

REHAU logo
Smart Tag and Tagline are always placed diagonally to the logo.

Merging B2B 																		

with B2C
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360° overview

Driving
our Brand
Further
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Let‘s lead REHAU
into the future

REHAU Industries SE & Co. KG
Rheniumhaus
Otto-Hahn-Str. 2
95111 Rehau
Germany
www.rehau.com
Contact
Group Brand Management
brandmanagement@rehau.com
This document is protected by copyright. All rights based on this are reserved. No part of this
publication may be translated, reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any similar means,
electronic or mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, or stored in a data retrieval system.
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